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OFFICE MEETING - ANIMATION LIST
NAME DESCRIPTION

SEATED / STANDING
Meeting_Presentor_Sit_To_Stand - Sitting transitions to standing for presentation state
Meeting_Stand_Presentation_Idle_v2 - Idle animation for presentation state
Meeting_Presentation_Loop - Looped, Presentor walking left to right pointing and talking
Meeting_Presentor_Stand_To_Sit - Standing presentation state transition to sitting pose
Meeting_Bored - Sitting at meeting looking bored and figety
Meeting_Clap - Sitting at meeting begins to clap for presentor
Meeting_Drink_Coffee - Sitting at meeting then picks up coffee and takes a drink
Meeting_Face_FWD_Agree - Facing forward making gestures of agreement
Meeting_Face_FWD_Angry - Facing forward making angry gestures across the table
Meeting_Face_FWD_Convo - Facing forward talking across the table
Meeting_Face_FWD_Disagree - Facing forward making gestures of disagreement
Meeting_Face_FWD_Idle - Basic idle animation while facing forward
Meeting_Face_FWD_Listen - Looking forward while making gestures while listening
Meeting_Handout_Reports - Sitting gettign reports out and then passing them around table
Meeting_Handshake_To_Left - Turning to shake hand of person to the left
Meeting_Handshake_To_Right - Turning to shake hand of person to the right
Meeting_Handshakes_FWD - Reaching out to shake hand of person across the table
Meeting_Left_Agree - Facing left making gestures of agreement
Meeting_Left_Angry - Facing left making angry gestures across the table
Meeting_Left_Bored - Sitting facing left at meeting looking bored and figety
Meeting_Left_Convo - Facing left talking across the table
Meeting_Left_Disagree - Facing left making gestures of disagreement
Meeting_Left_Idle - Basic idle animation while facing left
Meeting_Left_Listen - Looking to the left while making gestures while listening
Meeting_Left_Talk - Sitting facing to the left talking to someone
Meeting_Read_Report - Sitting while reading over report
Meeting_Right_Agree - Facing right making gestures of agreement
Meeting_Right_Angry - Facing right making angry gestures across the table
Meeting_Right_Bored - Sitting facing right at meeting looking bored and figety
Meeting_Right_Convo - Facing right talking across the table
Meeting_Right_Disagree - Facing right making gestures of disagreement
Meeting_Right_Idle - Basic idle animation while facing right
Meeting_Right_Listen - Looking to the right while making gestures while listening
Meeting_Right_Talk - Sitting facing to the right talking to someone
Meeting_Sit_To_Stand - Sitting then transition to Stand Relax Idle
Meeting_Stand_To_Sit - Stand relax idle to sitting down
Meeting_Start - Makes introduction and begins meeting
MOB1_M1_Stand_Relaxed_Idle_v2 - Stand relax Idle
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